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THE USES 0F SIDEWALKS: C0NTACT

not want them in your hair. And they do not want you in
theirs either,

In speaking about city sidewalk safety,I mentioned
how necessary it is that there should be, in the brains
behind the eyes on the street, an almost unconscious
assumption of general street support when the chips are
down-when a citizen has to choose, for instance,
whether he will take responsibilify, or abdicate it, in com-
bating barbarism or protecting strangers. There is a short
word for this assumption of supporh trust. The tmst of a
city street is formed over time from many, many little
public sidewalk contacts.It grows out of people stopping
by at the bar for a beer, getting advice from the grocer
and giving advice to the newsstand man, comparing
opinions with other customers at the bakery and nodding
hello to the two boys drinking pop onthe stoop, eying the
girls while waiting to be called for dinner, admonishing
the children, hearing about a job from the hardware man
and borrowing a dollar from the druggist, admiring the
newbabies and sympathizing over the way a coat faded.
Customs vary: in some neighborhoods people compare
notes on their dogs; in others they compare notes on their
landlords.

Most of it is ostensibly utterly trivial but the sum is
not trivial at all. The sum of such casual public contact at
a local level-most of it fortuitous, most of it associated
with errands, all of it metered by the person concerned
and not thrust upon him by anyone-is a feeling for the
public identity of people, a web of public respect and
trust, and a resource in time of personal or neighborhood
need. The absence of this trust is a disaster to a ciW street.
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THE USES OF SIDEWALI€:
CONTACT

Reformers have long observed city people loitering on
busy corners, hanging around in candy-stores and bars
uod drir,kit g sodi pop on stoops, and have passed a
iudgment, thi gist of which is: "This is deplorable! If these'p"Jp* 

had dient homes and a more private or bosky
iutioor place, they wouldrt'tbe on the sffeet!"

This iudgment rePresents a profound misunder-
standing ol.i"ti"t. It makes no more sense than to drop in
at a tesiimonial banquet in a hotel and conclude that if
these people had wives who could cook, they wouid give
their parties at home.

Tie point of both the testimonial banq-uet and the
social life of city sidewalks is precisely that they are ptf
lic. They bring together people who do not know each
other in an intimate, private social fashion and in most
cases do not care to know each other in that fashion'

Nobody can keep open house in a great city' Nobody
wants to. And yet ii interesting, useful and significant
contacts umot g the people of cities are confined to
acquaintanceshlps suitable for private life, the city
becomes stultified. Cities are full of people with whom'
from your viewpoint, or mine, or any other individuafs' a
certaiir degree of contact is useful or enjoyable; but you do
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74 The Death and Life of Great Amenioan Cities THE USEB OF SIDEWALKS: CONIACT

the existence of problems of obvious public concern. Per-
haps they grow so in suburbs and towns. They do not
grow so in cities.

Formal public organizations in cities require an infor-
mal public life underlying them, mediating between them
and the privacy of the people of the city. We catch a hint
of what happens by contrasting, again, a city area pos-
sessing a public sidewalk life with a city area lacking it, as
told about in the report of a settlement-house social
researcher who was studying problems relating to public
schools in a section of New York City:

Mr. W- [principal of an elementary schooll
was questioned on the effect of 1- Houses on the
school, and the uprooting of the community around
the school. He felt that there had been many effects
and of these most were negative. He mentioned that
the project had torn out numerous institutions for
socializing. The present atmosphere of the project
was in no way similar to the gaiety of the streets
before the project was built. He noted that in general
there seemed fewer people on the streets because
there were fewer places for people to gather. He also
contended that before the projects were built the
Parents Association had been very strong, and now
there were only very few active members.

Mr. W- was wrong in one respect. There were not
fewer places (or at any rate there was not less space) for
people to gather in the project, if we count places delib-
erately planned for constructive socializing. Of course
there were no bars, no candy stores/ no hole-in-the-wall
bodegas, no restaurants in the project. But the project

Its cultivation cannot be institutionalized. And above all,
it implies no priaate commitments.

I have seen a striking difference between Presence
and absence of casual public trust on two sides of the
same wide street in East Harlem, composed of residents
of roughly the same incomes and same races. On the old-
city side, whichwas full of public places and the sidewalk
loitering so deplored by Utopian minders of other peo-
ple's leisure, tlie children were being kept well in hand'
bn the project side of the street across the way, the chil-
dren, who had a fire hydrant open beside their play area,
were behaving destructively, drenching the open win-
dows of houses with water, squirting it on adults who
ignorantly walked on the project side of the street, throw-
ing it into the windows of cars as they went by. Nobody
dared to stop them. These were anonlnnous children, and
the identities behind them were an unknown' What if you
scolded or stopped them? Who would back you uP over
there in the blind-eyed Turf? Would you get, instead,
revenge? Better to keep out of it. Impersonal city streets-
make anonymous people, and this is not a matter of
esthetic quality nor of a mystical emotional effect in archi-
tectural icale. It is a matter of what kinds of tangible
enterprises sidewalks have, and therefore of how people
use the sidewalks in practical, everyday life.

The casual public sidewalk life of cities ties directly
into other types of public life, of which I shall mention one
as illustrative, although there is no end to their variety'

Formal types of local city organizations are frequently
assumed by planners and even by some social workers to
grow in direct, cornmon-sense fashion out of announce-
irents of meetings, the presence of meeting rooms, and
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live-behold, privacy. This is simple-minded. Window
privacy is the easiest commodity in the world to get. You
just pull down the shades or adjust the blinds. The pri-
vacy of keeping one's personal affairs to those selected to
know them, and the privacy of having reasonable control
over who shall make inroads on your time and when, are
rare commodities in most of this world, however, and
they have nothing to do with the orientation of windows.

Anthropologist Elena Padilla, author of. Up from
Puerto Rico, describing Puerto Rican life in a poor and
squalid district of New York, tells how much people
know about each other-who is to be trusted and who
not, who is defiant of the law and who upholds it, who is
competent and well informed and who is inept and igno-
rant-and how these things are known from the public
life of the sidewalk and its associated enterprises. These
are matters of public character. But she also tells how
select are those permitted to drop into the kitchen for a
cup of coffee, how strong are the ties, and how limited the
number of a person's genuine confidants, those who
share in a person's private life and private affairs. She tells
how it is not considered dignified for everyone to know
one's affairs, Nor is it considered dignified to snoop on
others beyond the face presented in public. It does vio-
lence to a person's privacy and rights. In this, the people
she describes are essentially the same as the people of the
mixed, Americanized city street on which I live, and
essentially the same as the people who live in high-
income apartments or fine town houses, too.

A good city street neighborhood achieves a marvel of
balance between its people's determination to have essen-
tial privacy and their simultaneous wishes for differing
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under discussion was equipped with a model comple-
ment of meeting rooms, ctaft, att and game tooms' out-
door benches, r;a[s, etc., e:rough to gladden the heart of
even the Garden CitY advocates'

Why are such places dead and useless without the
most determined eiforts and expense to inveigle users-
and then to maintain control over the users? What ser-
vicesdothepublicsidewalkanditsenterprisesfulfillthat
these planned gathering places-{g1o.t? f'nd why? How
iout i" informil pubUJsidewalk life bolster a more for-
maf organizational Public ltfe?

To understand such problems-to understand why
drinking PoP on the stoop differs from lrinking poP in
the gam"eioim, and why getting advice from the Srocer
ot tfiu bartendet differsirom getting advice from either
vour next-door neighbor or fiom an institutional lady
i"tto tttuu be hand-in-glove with an institutional land-
lord-we must look into the matter of city privacy'

Privacy is precious in cities" It is indispensable' Per-
haps it is precious and indispensable everywhere' but
most places you cannot get it' In small settlements every-
one knows your affairs. In the city everyone does not-
only those you choose to tell will know much about you'
This is one of the attributes of cities that is precious to
most city people, whether their incomes are high or their
incomes ire iow, whether they are white or colored'
*flurft"t they are old inhabitants or new, and it is agift of
great-city fifL deeply cherished arrd jealously guardgd' .v 

Architecturuiuoa planning literature deals with pri-
uu"y ir,tur^, of wind'ows, overlooks, sight lines' The idea
is that if no one from outside can peek into where you
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degrees of contact, enjoyment or help from the PeoPle
around. This balance is largely made up of small, sensi-
tively managed details, practiced and accepted so casu-
ally that they are normally taken for granted.

Perhaps I can best explain this subtle but all-impor-
tant balance in terms of the stores where people leave
keys for their friends, a common custom in New York. In
our family, for example, when a friend wants to use our
place while we are away for a week end or everyone hap-
pens to be out during the day, or a visitor for whom we
do not wish to wait up is spending the night, we tell such
a friend that he can pick up the key at the delicatessen
across the street. Joe Cornacchia, who keeps the deli-
catessen, usually has a dozen or so keys at a time for
handing out like this. He has a special drawer for them.

Now why do I, and many others, select loe as a logi-
cal custodian for keys? Because we trust him, first, to be
a responsible custodian, but equally important because
we know that he combines a feeling of good will with a
feeling of no personal responsibility about our private
affairs. ]oe considers it no coRcern of his whom we choose
to permit in our places and whY.

Around on the other side of our block, people leave
their keys at a Spanish grocery. On the other side of Joe's
block, people leave them at the candy store. Down a block
they leave them at the coffee shop, and a few hundred feet
around the corner from that, in a barber shop. Around
one corner from two fashionable blocks of town houses
and apartments in the Upper East Side, people leave their
keys in a butcher shop and a bookshop; around another
corner they leave them in a cleanels and a drug store. In
unfashionable East Har1em keys are left with at least one
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florist, in bakeries, in luncheonettes, in Spanish and Ital-
ian groceries.

The point, wherever they are left, is not the kind of
ostensible service that the enterprise offers, but the kind
of proprietor it has.

A service like this cannot be formalized. Identifica_
tions . . . questions. . . insurance against mishaps. The all_
essential line between public service and privacy would
b.e.qan:glessed by institutionalization. Nobody in his
right mind would leave his key in such a place. ih" ,"r_
vice mustbe given as a favorby someone with an unshak_
able understanding of the difierence between a person,s
key 1nd a person's private life, or it cannot be given at all.

Or consider the line drawn by Mr. Jaffe althe candy
store around our corner-a line so well understood bv his
customers and by other storekeepers too that they can
spend their whole lives in its preience and never ihink
39o:t it consciously. One ordinary morning last winter,
Mr. Jaffe, whose formal business name is Bernie, and his
wife, whose formal business name is Ann, supervised the
small children crossing at the corner on the way to p.5.41,
as Bernie always does because he sees the need; lent an
umbrella to one customer and a dollar to another; took
custody 9f tu9 keys; took in some packages for people in
the next building who were u*uy; lectu-red two young_
sters who asked for cigarettes; gave street directions; toJk
custody of a watch to give the repair man across the sfreet
when he opened later; gave out information on the range
of rents in the neighborhood to an apartment seeker; li's_
tened to a tale of domestic difficultyind offered reassur_
ance; told some rowdies they could not come in unless
they behaved and then defined (and got) good behavior;
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provided an incidental forum for half a dozen conversa-
tions among customers who dropped in for oddments; set
aside certain newly arrived papers and magazines for reg-
ular customers who would depend on getting them;
advised a mother who came for a birthday Present not to
get the ship-model kit because another child going to the
same birthday party was giving thaU and got a back copy
(this was for me) of the previous day's newsPaPer out of
the deliverey's surplus returns when he came by.

After considering this multiplicity of extra-merchan-
dising services I asked Bernie, "Do you ever introduce
your customers to each other?"

He looked startled at the idea, even dismayed. 'T'ilo,"

he said thoughtfully. "That would just not be advisable.
Sometimes, if I know two customers who are in at the
same time have an interest in common,Ibring up the sub-
ject in conversation and let them carry it on from there if
they want to. But oh no,I wouldn't introduce them."

When I told this to an acquaintance in a suburb, she
promptly assumed that Mr. Jaffe felt that to make an
introduction would be to step above his social class. Not
at all. In our neighborhood, storekeepers like the laffes
enjoy an excellent social status, that of businessmen. In
income they are apt to be the peers of the general run of
customers and in independence they are the superiors.
Their advice, as men or women of common sense and
experience, is sought and respected. They are well known
as individuals, rather than unknown as class symbols. No;
this is that almost unconsciously enforced, well-balanced
line showing, the line between the cify public world and
the world of privacy.

This line can be maintained, without awkwardness to
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anyone/ because of the great plenty of opportunities for
public contact in the enterprises along the sidewalks, or
on the sidewalks themselves as people move to and fro
or deliberately loiter when they feel like it, and also
because of the presence of many public hosts, so to speak,
proprietors of meeting places like Bernie's where one is
free either to hang around or dash in and out, no strings
attached.

Under this system, it is possible in a city street neigh-
borhood to know all kinds of people without unwelcome
entanglements, without boredom, necessity for excuses,
explanations, fears of giving offense, embarrassments
respecting impositions or commitments, and all such
paraphernalia of obligations which can accompany less
limited relationships. It is possible to be on excellent side-
walk terms with people who are very different from one-
self, and even/ as time passes, on familiar public terms
with them. Such relationships can, and do, endure for
many years/ for decades; they could never have formed
without that line, much less endured. They form precisely
because they are by-the-way to people's normal public
sorties.

"Togetherness" is a fittingly nauseating name for an old
ideal in planning theory. This ideal is that if anything is
shared among people, much should be shared. "Togeth-
erness," apparently a spiritual resource of the new sub-
urbs, works destructively in cities. The requirement that
much shall be shared drives city people apart.

When an area of a city lacks a sidewalk life, the peo-
ple of the place must enlarge their private lives if they are
to have anything approaching equivalent contact with
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their neighbors. They must settle for some form of
"togetherness," in which more is shared with one another
than in the life of the sidewalks, or else they must settle
for lack of contact. Inevitably the outcome is one or the
other; it has to be; and either has distressing results.

In the case of the first outcome, where people do
share much, they become exceedingly choosy as to who
their neighbors are/ or with whom they associate at all.
They have to become so. A friend of mine, Penny Kostrit-
sky, is unwittingly and unwillingly in this fix on a street
in Baltimore. Her street of nothing but residences, embed-
ded in an area of almost nothing but residences, has been
experimentally equipped with a charming sidewalkpark.
The sidewalk has been widened and attractively paved,
wheeled traffic discouraged from the narrow street
roadbed, trees and flowers planted, and a piece of play
sculpture is to go in. AU these are splendid ideas so far as
they go.

However, there are no stores. The mothers from
nearby blocks who bring small children here, and come
here to find some contact with others themselves, per-
force go into the houses of acquaintances along the street
to warm up in winter, to make telephone calls, to take
their children in emergencies to the bathroom. Their host-
esses offer them coffee, for there is no other place to get
coffee, and naturally considerable social life of this kind
has arisen around the park. Much is shared,

Mrs. Kostritsky, who lives in one of the conveniently
located houses, and who has two small childrery is in the
thick of this narrow and accidental social life. "I have lost
the advantage of living in the city," she says, "without
getting the advantages of living in the suburbs." Still
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more distressing, when mothers of different income or
color or educational background bring their children to
the street park, they and their children are rudely and
point_edly ostracized. They fit awkwardly into the subur_
banlike slaring of private lives that has grown in default
of city sidewalk life. The park lacks benches purposely;
the "togetherness" people ruled them out because thev
miglt be interpreted as an invitation to people who can_
not fit in.

"I!. only we had a couple of stores on the street,, Mrs.
Kostritsky laments. "If only there were a grocery store or
a drug store or a snack joint. Then the telephonscalls and
the warming up and the gathering could be done natu-
rally in public, and then people would act more decent to
each other because everybody would have a right to be
here."

Much the same thing that happens in this sidewalk
park without a city public life happens sometimes in
middle-class projects and colonies, such as Chatham Vil_
lage inPittsburgh for example, a famous model of Garden
Cityplanning.

The houses here are grouped in colonies around
shared interior lawns and play yards, and the whole
development is equipped *ith other devices for close
sharing, such as a residents, club which holds parties,
dances, reunions, has ladies, activities like bridge and
sgwing parties, and holds dances and parties for tfie chil_
dren There is no public life here, in any city sense. There
are differing degrees of extended private life.
. Chatham Village,s success as a ,,model,, neighbor_
hood where much is shared has required that the resi_
dents be similar to one another in their standards,
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interests and backgrounds. In the main they are middle-
class professionals and their families.* It has also required
that residents set themselves distinctly apart from the dif-
ferent people in the surrounding city; these are in the
main also middle class, but lower middle class, and this
is too different for the degree of chumminess that neigh-
borliness in Chatham Village entails.

The inevitable insularity (and homogeneity) of
Chatham Village has practical consequences. As one illus-
tration, the junior high school serving the area has prob-
lems, as all schools do. Chatham Village is large enough to
dominate the elementary school to which its children go,
and therefore to work at helping solve this schoolls prob-
lems. To deal with the junior higtV however, ChathamVil-
lage's people must cooperate with entirely different
neighborhoods. But there is no public acquaintanceship,
no foundation of casual public trust, no cross-connections
with the necessary people-and no practice or ease in
applying the most ordinary techniques of city public life
at lowly levels. Feeling helpless, as indeed they are, some
Chatham Village families move away when their children
reach junior high age; others contrive to send them to pri-
vate high schools. Ironically, just such neighborhood
islands as Chatham Village are encouraged in orthodox
planning on the specific grounds that cities need the tal-
ents and stabilizing influence of the middle class. pre-
sumably these qualities are to seep out by osmosis.

People who do not fit happily into such colonies

*One representative court, for example, contains as this is written four
Iawyers, two doctors, two engineers, a dentist, a salesman, a banker, a
railroad executive, a plaaning executive.

T
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eventually get out, and in time managements becomesophisticated in knowing *t",o u*ong a'ppticants will fitp.flo.g with basic simiarities of sia?aa.as, values andbackgrounds, the arrangement seems to demand a form!dable amount of forbeaiance and t".t.--City residential planning that aupur,ar, for contactamong neighbors, otr perronh sharing of this ,*r;;;fhat cultivates it, often aou, *oif *utl'rocially, if rathernatowly, for self-selected Wer_middle_rtni, proptr.It solveseasy problems for an easy kind of popuiation. So far as Ihave been able to discover, it fails to wort, however, evenon its own terms, with any other kind of poputation.The more common outcome in ciiies, where peopleare faced with the .h:i.".?f sh"rif;;;h or norfi;;i;nothing. In city areas that lack a 
"*Lr"i ""a casual pub-Iic life, it is common for resideni, *"ll"Lt" themselvesfrom each other to a fantastic J;g;;"J;ere contact withyour neighbors threatens to entanglu you in their privatelives, 9r entangle them in yours, ana if you cannot be socareful who your neighbors ur; u;;;if;"lecred upper-middle-class people can be, the logical solution isabsolutely to avoii friendtiness 

", "".i"j'"ff"rs of help.Better to stay thorough-ly distani. arlpr".rr.al result, theo1d.1ary pubtic jobsltk. k""p;;;hiil."n ," hand_forwhich-peopte musr rake, Iifl"?;;;il ,orrrurruu, o,
3::.j* which rhey musr band togerh;L n nir"d .o__mon pu{poses, go undone. The abyises this opens up canbe almost unbelievable.

For example, in one-New york City project which isdesigned-like all ortlsharins"*.h;;;;,ffi:i,H:,?Jfii.:T,!3uffi";
prided herself thar she f,ad become 

"Jq""il*+ by mak_

-
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"People are too gossipy and they could get us in
a lot of trouble."

"It's best to mind your own business."
One woman, Mrs. Abraham, always goes out

the back door of the building because she doesn't
want to interfere with the people standing around
in the front. Another man, Mr. Colan . . . won't let
his wife make any friends in the project, because he
doesn't trust the people here. They have four chil-
dren, ranging from 8 years to 14, but they are not
allowed downstairs alone, because the parents are
afraid someone will hurt them.* What happens then
is that all sorts of barriers to insure self-protection
are being constructed by many families. to protect
their children from a neighborhood they aren't sure
of, they keep them upstairs in the apartment. To
protect themselves, they make few, if any, friends.
Some are afraid that friends will become angry or
envious and make up a story to report to manage-
ment, causing them great trouble. If the husband
gets a bonus (which he decides not to report) and
the wife buys new curtains, ihe visiting friends will
see and might tell the management, who, in turn,
investigates and issues a rent increase. Suspicion
and fear of trouble often outweigh any need for
neighborly advice and help. For these families the
sense of privacy has already been extensively vio-
lated. The deepest secrets, all the family skeletons,
are well known not only to management but often
to other public agencies, such as the Welfare Depart-
ment. To preserve any last remnants of privacy,
they choose to avoid close relationships with others.

*This is very common in public projects in New York.

ing a deliberate effort, with the mothers of every one of
the ninety families in her building. She called on them.
She buttonholed them at the door or in the hall. She struck
up conversations if she sat beside them on a bench.

It so happened that her eight-year-old son, one day,
got stuck in the elevator and was left there without help
for more than two houts, although he screamed, cried and
pounded. The next day the mother expressed her dismay
to one of her ninety acquaintances. "Oh, was that your
son?" said the other woman. "I didn't know whose boy he
was. If I had realized he was
helped him."

your son I would have

This woman, who had not behaved in anv such
insanely calloused fashion on her old public street-to
which she constantly returned, by the way, for public
Iife-was afraid of a possible entanglement that might not
be kept easily on a public plane.

Dozens of illustrations of this defense can be found
wherever the choice is sharing much or nothing. A thor-
ough and detailed rePort by Ellen Lurie, a social worker
in East Harlem, on life in a low-income project there, has
this to say:

It is . . . extremely important to recognize that
for considerably complicated reasons, many adults
either don't want to become involved in any friend-
ship-relationships at all with their neighbots, or, if
they do succumb to the need for some form of soci-
ety, they strictly limit themselves to one or two
friends, and no more. Over and over again, wives
repeated their husband's warning:

"I'm not to get too friendly with anyone. My
husband doesnit believe in it."
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This same phenomenon may be found to a much
lesser degree in non-planned slum housing, for
there too it is often necessary for other reasons to
build up fhese forms of self-protection. But, it is
surely tme that this withdrawing from the sociefy of
others is much more extensive in planned housing.
Even in England, this suspicion of the neighbors
and the ensuing aloofness was found in studies of
planned towns. Perhaps this pattern is nothing
more than an elaborate group mechanism to protect
and preserve inner dignity in the face of so many
outside pressures to conform.

Along with nothingness, considerable "togetherness"
can be found in such places, however. Mrs. Lurie reports
on this type of relationship:

Often fwo women from two different buildings
will meet in the laundry room, recognize each other;
although they may never have spoken a single word
to each other back on 99th Street, suddenly here
they become "best friends." If one of these two
already has a friend or two in her own building, the
other is likely to be drawn into that circle and begins
to make her friendships, not with women on her
floor, but rather on her friend's floor.

These friendships do not go into an ever-
widening circle. There are certain definite well-
traveled paths in the project, and after a while no
new people are met.

Mrs. Lurie, who works at community organization in
EastHarlem, withremarkable success, has looked into the
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history of many past attempts at project tenant organiza-
tion. She has told me that "togetherness," itself, is one of
the factors that make this kind of organrzation so difficult.
"These projects are not lacking in natural leaders,,, she
says. "They contain people with real ability, wonderful
people many of them, but the typical sequence is that in
the course of organization leaders have found each other,
gotten all involved in each other's social lives, and have
ended up talking to nobody but each other. They have not
found their followers. Everything tends to degenerate
into ineffective cliques, as a natural course. There is no
normal public life. Just the mechanics of people learning
what is going on is so difficult. It all makes the simplest
social gain exfra hard for these people."

Residenfs of unplanned city residential areas that
lack neighborhood commerce and sidewalk life seem
sometimes to follow the same course as residents of pub-
lic projects when faced with the choice of sharing much
or nothing. Thus researchers hunting the secrets of the
social structure in a dull gtay-arca district of Detroit
came to the unexpected conclusion there was no social
structure.

The social structure of sidewalk life hangs partly on what
can be called self-appointed public characters. A public
character is anyone who is in frequent contact with a wide
circle of people and who is sufficient$ interested to make
himself a public character. A public character need have
no special talents or wisdom to fulfill his function-
although he often does. He just needs to be present, and
there need to be enough of his counterparts. His main
qualification is that he ls public, that he talks to lots of dif-
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from the nearby projects-perhaps through the public
school or a playground conversation he has initiated-he
almost never gets another as a direct sequence. Word
does not move around where public characters and side-
walk life are lacking.

Besides the anchored public characters of the side-
walk, and the well-recognized roving public characters,
there are apt to be various more specialized public char-
acters on a city sidewalk. Ir a curious way, some of these
help establish an identity not only for themselves but for
others. Describing the everyday lite of a retired tenor at
such sidewalk establishments as the restaurant and the
blcce court, a San Francisco news story notes, "It is said
of Meloni that because of his intensity, his dramatic man-
ner and his lifelong interest in music, he transmits a feel-
ing of vicarious importance to his many friends."
Precisely.

One need not have either the artistry or the person-
ality of such a man to become a specialized sidewalk
character-but only a pertinent specialty of some sort. It
is easy. I am a specialized public character of sorts along
our street, owing of course to the fundamental presence
of the basic, anchored public characters. The way I
became one started with the fact that Greenwich Village,
where I live, was waging an interminable and horren-
dous battle to save its main park from being bisected by a
highway. During the course of battle I undertook, at the
behest of a committee organizer away over on the other
side of Greenwich Village, to deposit in stores on a few
blocks of our street supplies of petition cards protesting
the proposedrcadway. Customers would sign the cards
while in the stores, and from time to time I would make
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ferent people. In this way, news travels that is of sidewalk
interest.

Most public sidewalk characters are steadily sta-
tioned in public places. They are storekeepers orbarkeep-
ers or the like. These are the basic public characters. A11
other public characters of city sidewalks depend on
themif only indirectly because of the presence of side-
walk routes to such enterprises and their proprietors.

Settlement-house workers and pastors, two more for-
malized kinds of public characters, typically depend on
the street grapevine news systems that have their ganglia
in the stores. The director of a settlement on New YorICs
Lower East Side, as an examPle, makes a regular round
of stores. He learns from the cleaner who does his suits
about the presence of dope pushers in the neighborhood'
He learns from the grocer that the Dragons are working
up to something and need attention. He learns from the
cindy store that two girls are agitating the Sportsmen
toward a rumble. One of his most important information
spots is an unused breadbox on Rivington Sffeet. That is,
if is not used for bread. It stands outside a grocery and is
used for sitting on and lounging beside, between the set-
tlement house, a candy store and a pool parlor' A message
spoken there for any teen-ager within many blocks will
reach his ears unerringly and surprisingly quickly, and
the opposite flow along the grapevine similarly brings
news quickly in to the breadbox.

gtite FIoUUs, the head of the Union Settlement music
school in East Harlem, notes that when he gets a first stu-
dent from one block of the old busy street neighborhoods,
he rapidly gets at least three or four more and sometimes
almost every child on the block. But when he gets a child
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my pickups.* As a result of engaging in this messenger
work/ I have since become automaticallv the sidewilk
public character on petition strategy. Blfore long, for
instance, Mr. Fox at the liquor store was consulting me,
as he wrapped up my bottle, on how we could get the
city to remove a long abandoned and dangerous eyesore,
a closed-up comfort station near his corner. If I would
undertake to compose the petitions and find the effective
way of presenting them to City Hall, he proposed, he and
his partners would undertake to have them printed, cir-
culated and picked up" Soon the stores round about hac
comfort station removal petitions. Our street by now has
many public experts on petition tactics, including the
children.

Not only do public characters spread the news and
learn the news at retail, so to speak. They connect with
each other and thus spread word wholesale, in effect.

A sidewalk life, so far as I can observe, arises out of no
mysterious qualities or talents for it in this or that type of
population. It arises only when the concrete, tangible
facilities it requires are present. These happen to be the
same facilities, in the same abundance and ubiquify, that
are required for cultivating sidewalk safety. If they are
absent, public sidewalk contacts are absent too.

The well-off have many ways of assuaging needs for
which poorer people may depend much on sidewalk
life-from hearing of jobs to being recognized by the
headwaiter. But nevertheless, many of the rich or near-

*This, by the way, is an efficient device, accomplishing with a fraction
of the effort what would be a mountainous ta3k dooito door. It also
makes more public conversation and opinion than door-to-door visits.

rich in cities appear to appreciate sidewalk life as much as
anybody. At any rate, they pay enormous rents to move
into areas with an exuberant and varied sidewalk life.
They actually crowd out the middle class and the poor in
Iively areas like Yorkville or Greenwich Village in New
York, or Telegraph Hill just off the North Beacli streets of
San Francisco. They capriciously desert, after only a few
decades of fashion at most, the monotonous streets of
"quiet residential areas" and leave them to the less forfu-
nate. Talk to residents of Georgetown in the District of
Co-lumbia and by the second or third sentence at least you
will begin to hear rhapsodies about the charming resiau-
rants, "more good restaurants than in all the rest of the
crty put together," the uniqueness and friendliness of the
stores, the pleasures of running into people when doing
errands at the next corner-and nothing but pride ovei
the fact that Georgetown has become a specialty shopping
district for its whole metropolitan area. The city arei,,icf,
9r poor or in between, harmed by an interesting sidewalk
life and plentiful sidewalk contacts has vet to be found.

Efficienry of public sidewalk characi"r, declines dras-
tically if too much burden is put upon them. A store, for
example, can reach a furnover in its contacts, or potential
contacts, which is so large and so superficial that it is
socially useless. An example of this can be seen at the
candy and^newspaper store owned by the housing coop-
erative of Corlears Hook on New yorl(s Lower nait Siae.
This-planned project store replaces perhaps forty super-
ficially similar stores which were wiped out (without
c_ompensation to their proprietors) on that project site and
the adjoining sites. The place is a mill. Its cierks are so
busy making change and screaming ineffectual impreca-
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by danger and by lack of public life-achieved by apply-
ing great effort and settling for abnormal (abnormal for
cities) choosiness among new neighbors. This is an eva-
sion of the size of the task and its urgency.

The tolerance, the room for great differences among
neighbors-differences that often go flar deeper than dif-
ferences in color-which are possible and normal in
intensely urban life, but which are so foreign to suburbs
and pseudosuburbs, are possible and normal only when
streets of great cities have built-in equipment allowing
strangers to dwell in peace together on civilized but
essentially dignified and reserved terms.

Lowly, unpurposeful and random as they may appear,
sidewalk contacts are the small change from which a
cifs wealth of public life may Sow.

Los Angeles is an extreme example of a metropolis
with little public life, depending mainly instead on con'
tacts of a more private social nature.

On one plane, for instance, an acguaintance there
comments that although she has lived in the city for ten
years and knows it contains Mexicans, she has never laid
eyes on a Mexican or an item of Mexican culture, much
less ever exchanged any words with a Mexican.

On another plane, Orson Welles has written that Hol-
lywood is the only theatrical center in the world that has
failed to develop a theatrical bistro.

And on still another plane, one of Los Angeles' most
powerful businessmen comes upon a blank in public rela-
tionships which would be inconceivable in other cities of
this size. This businessman, volunteering that the city is'tulturally behind," as he put it, told me that he for one
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tions at rowdies that they never hear anything except ,,I

want that." This, or utter disinterest' is the usual atmo-
sphere where shopping center planning or repressive
;ffi; ;;i.i^lly io"tii""t corn-mercial monopolies for

"iw 
oJiumorhoods. A store like this would fail economi-

;;ffi;ilAcompetition' Meantime' although moloPo.ly
i"rri*t ir* i*ancial success planned for it' it fails the ctty
sociallY.

Sidewalk public contact and sidewalk public safefy-' taken
lv on our country's most serioustogether, bear direc{, r .,r rr_-:-:-^n^h

social problern-se gre gation ""d .t"tql -d,t^tTff *tji:
ti;;';"idtoi*plv that a citv's planning and

d"sign, or its types of streets and street 1t1.:::1,?itT1l;;7 ;;.;i! ,"g'"gution and di=:1iT111*,:::
;;tiy;,h* n"J. of"effJ* are also required to right these
injustices.

But I do mean to say that to build and to rebuild big
cities whose sidewalks are unsafe and whose people must
settle for sharing much or nothing' can make it much
hnderfor Americin cities to overcome discrimination no
matter how much effort is expended'' 

Considering the u*o"oi of preiudice and fear that

"..o*puny 
disc"rimination and bolster it' overcoming res-

ii""tiif dilcrimination is iust that much_harder if peoplg
ieel unsafe on their sidewaiks anyway. overcoming resi-
dential d.iscrimination comes hard where people l1"".lo
;;; of keepingacivilized publiglife on abasically dig-

"ifirJp*u.iou:tiog, 
and their private lives on a private

footing.-- - -iJf" 
sure, token model housing integration schemes

here and therecanbe achieved in city areas handicapped
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was at work to remedy this' He was heading a commit-
i.. ro t"it" funds for a'fust-rate art nnuseum' Later in out

."""*t"rf"n, after he had told me about the business-
;;;d"b life of Los Angeles' alite.with which he is

irruor"ua as one of its teadJrs, I asked him how or where
;i;lly*il people gatheted in corresponding fashion' He

was unable to answer this' He then added that he knew

no one at all connect"A *i*n the film industry' nordid he

iiio* uoy*e who oid t''urlu such acquaintanceship' "I
know that must sound strange"' he reflected' "We are

;il;;;; tn" rirm i"austr/here'but those connected
with it are iust not people one would know socially"'

Here again is "toiethernes ' ot nothing' Consider
this man's handicap inlhis attempts to get a metropolitan
;-;;;"* established' He has no way of reaching with

loy .ur., practice or fmst some of his committee-s poten-

tially best ProsPects'
In its upper economic, political and culrural echelons'

Los Angeies operat;;;ccording to the sameprovincial
ii"*i#"f r*iut insularity as*the street with the side-
;;d;;ki" Baltimore or is Chatham Village-in Pitts-

il;gd. guch a metropolis lacks means for bringing
togJther necessary ideis, necessary enthusiasms' neces'

ffi roon"y. Los Angeles is embarked on a strange exPer
iment: t"ying to run*not iust projects' not just g:.uy ut"1:'
but a whole metropolis, by dint of "togetherness" or noth-

ins. I think this is an inevitable outcome for great cities
;;il;;&il"'t ']tv p"uuc life in ordinary livins and
working.

I
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THE USES OF SIDEWALKS:
.ASSIMILATING CHILDREN

Among the superstitions of planning and housing is a
fantasy about the transformation of children. It goes like
this: A population of children is condemned to play on
the city streets. These pale and rickety children, in their
sinister moral environment, are telling each other canards
about sex, sniggering evilly and learning new forms of
comrption as efficiently as if they were in reform school.
This situation is called "the moral and physical toll taken
of our youth by the streets," sometimes it is called simply
"the gutter."

If only these deprived children can be gotten off the
streets into parks and playgrounds with equipment on
which to exercise, space in which to run, grass to lift their
soulsl Clean and happy places, filled with the laughter of
children responding to a wholesome environment. So
much for the fantasy.

Let us consider a story from real life, as discovered by
Charles Guggenheim, a documentary-film maker in St.
Louis. Guggenheim was working on a film depicting the
activities of a St. Louis children's day-care center. He
noticed that at the end of the afternoon roughly half the
children left with the greatest reluctance.

Guggenheim became sufficiently curious to investi-
gate. Without exception, the children who left unwill-
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